Prediction of signal peptides using bio-basis function neural networks and decision trees.
Signal peptide identification is of immense importance in drug design. Accurate identification of signal peptides is the first critical step to be able to change the direction of the targeting proteins and use the designed drug to target a specific organelle to correct a defect. Because experimental identification is the most accurate method, but is expensive and time-consuming, an efficient and affordable automated system is of great interest. In this article, we propose using an adapted neural network, called a bio-basis function neural network, and decision trees for predicting signal peptides. The bio-basis function neural network model and decision trees achieved 97.16% and 97.63% accuracy respectively, demonstrating that the methods work well for the prediction of signal peptides. Moreover, decision trees revealed that position P(1'), which is important in forming signal peptides, most commonly comprises either leucine or alanine. This concurs with the (P(3)-P(1)-P(1')) coupling model.